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SARS 

ird flu is raiding on the whole world!  The editing team of this

journal paid a visit to the epidemic prevention front line---

Kinmen and Matsu---to interview the unit commanders of those coastal

patrol and maritime patrol groups deployed by the Coast Guard

Administration for a report to let the public know the latest bird flu

prevention situation in those areas, including how they carried out

their daily duty and how they gleaned experiences in dealing with this

wave of epidemics.

Kinmen

Having successively experienced the serious epidemic situations

from the foot-and-mouth disease to SARS, those coastal patrol and mar-

itime patrol groups deployed by the Coast Guard Administration in

Kinmen have been more cautious this time to deal with bird flu, like

walking over the thin layer of ice and have been sparing no effort.

Specifically in response to the control of bird flu's epidemic situa-

tion and the task of "clear sky project", Offshore Flotilla 9 requested its

subordinate units to make good use of education & training occasion

like the daily maritime training and pre-duty education to reinforce

their rank and file's understanding of the plague and the related safety
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On the epidemic prevention net densely
deployed Kinmen and Matsu, Coast
Guard heroes are guarding against bird flu

B

The leading roles interviewed by this editing team for this special topic are
Offshore Flotilla 9 commander Weng Xin-qi, Coast Patrol Corps 9 commander
Xu Ji-ling, Offshore Flotilla 10 commander Huang Han-sung and Coast Patrol
Corps 1-0 commander Tung Yung-jun.
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H5N1 

and preventive measures.  Weng Xin-qi, concurrently Offshore Flotilla 9

commander and the 12th (Kinmen) defense patrol zone vice- convener,

told us that his units were all well-equipped with the full set safeguard

dress, including mask, cap cover, gloves, shoes cover, goggles...etc., par-

ticularly the disposable mouth-muffle would be replenished by the

headquarters if used up.  There is disinfection spray can or simple type

disinfector on board for the protection of our personnel who have to

inspect unidentified boats coming from the epidemic area.  As inspec-

tion personnel take a high risk of contacting and being infected by the

virus, this Administration particularly reached a consensus with

Department of Health, to let our operators working in the forefront vac-

cinated to assure work safety.  In order to fully control and guard

against the possible explosion of epidemic situation, our Kinmen mar-

itime patrol group has been going closely with Department of Health

and Bureau of Animal and Plant Health Inspection and Quarantine,

Council of Agriculture for the inspection and epidemic prevention.

Whenever live or butchered animals are found, the scene shall be block-

aded immediately and units concerned shall be notified to send person-

nel to sample them for medical inspection.

Another epidemic prevention unit in Kinmen is Coast Patrol

Corps 9; our visit to this unit coincided with its special day for bird flu

prevention guiding education. Commander Xu Ji-ling was very busy,

and so was Du Jian-ye the convener of the12th (Kinmen) defense patrol

zone.  They were working so hard to ensure all their colleagues can bet-

ter understand the current epidemic situation, and make fishermen

know clearly the seriousness of "bird flu" epidemic invasion.

Furthermore, under their efforts, the local authority can match better

and closely with the Coast Guard Administration during the extraordi-

nary period to prevent the epidemic proliferation. Commander Xu

said,"As the locality of Kinmen is quite special, this group has found

out after quarantine the smuggled red-faced ducks with the plateau

bird flu H5N1germ and high grafted pear tassels with wood pear lice

ever since the break-out of major epidemic diseases in 2003.  In addi-

tion, butchered mutton and smuggled dogs were again found out

respectively at the sea shores near Huhsia and Kunintoa early this year.

Right now we have increased the security inspection manpower at each

harbor for the littoral and coastal patrols to conduct all-out policing of

illegal trading and strictly prevent the unchecked live or butchered ani-

mals and their manufactured products from being smuggled from the

mainland via Kinmen or the transit shipment into this island." 

The seminar on bird flu sponsored by Coast Patrol Corps 9The epidemic disease isolation post at Coast Patrol Corps 9
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In Kinmen no matter they are Offshore Flotilla or Coast Patrol

Corps or the defense patrol zone's duty integration center, every unit

and everybody are duty-bound to pitch in to prevent epidemic dis-

eases.

Matsu

Later this editing team came to Matsu area---also this

Administration's forefront for the prevention of epidemics similar to

Kinmen.  We visited and interviewed Huang Han-sung the commander

of Offshore Flotilla 10.  He said, " To better my colleague's understand-

ing of the bird flu epidemic situation, we have been keeping guiding

and telling them the latest condition of 'bird flu' epidemics through the

daily morning reports or the pre-duty education.  Those on board for

inspection mission are all fully-equipped and vaccinated, i.e. they are

fully protected.  In recent years, because mainland China's littoral fish-

ery resources are getting dried up, there have been numerous illegal

fishing operations beyond the boundary almost impossible to be effec-

tively guarded against.  It can not be overstressed that containing the

proliferation of epidemic situation is very important.  In Matsu area,

the traffic inconvenience and job rotation difficulty have caused a very

serious manpower shortage.  However, with correct understanding of

the epidemic situation, our colleagues stationing in this area still main-

tain high morale to deter people from undertaking illegal transactions

and beyond-boundary fishing in this area!

After the talk with Mr. Huang, we are more confident in this

Administration's positive epidemic prevention actions!  In addition to

the Offshore Flotilla, there is another unit called Coast Patrol Corps 1-0.

The commander Tung Yung-jun has been here for more than three

years.  He recalled: Ever since the trials of small-scale 3 direct links

three years ago in 2000, his unit has been matching closely with the

Our colleagues on duty at Fu Ao harbor



One of the bird flu's infectious ways is live and butchered animal body
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county government, public health bureau, and Bureau of Animal and

Plant Health Inspection and Quarantine.  At the initial stage when bird

flu was detected, his unit actively invited the local public health unit to

sent experts to give lectures on the epidemic prevention and to train

seed instructors on the one hand and also sent its own personnel to

attend the training courses specifically designed by the coastal patrol

Directorate General for the epidemic prevention.  Because the locality

of Matsu is very special and there are four islets, we sent seed instruc-

tors to each islet to give lessons, teaching our colleagues scattering on

those islets to be able to properly handle cases like illegal smuggles,

smuggling fishing boats or immigrants from the epidemic area.  As

ignorance begets fears, our colleagues, through close coordination and

matching with various local units and continuing guiding local fisher-

men, are now able to deal with bird flu carefully and composedly! As

the 11th defense patrol zone was just established few days ago, our

coordination and matching with the Offshore Flotilla and

Reconnaissance Brigade are getting closer.  In face of the epidemic situ-

ation, the Offshore Flotilla particularly bears the brunt, and our interac-

tions with it in the follow-up actions and sampling checks sent to vari-

ous units are getting more multifarious.  To ensure the safety of peo-

ple's life, the Coast Guard Administration will maintain 24 hour all-

weather operation for the epidemic prevention!  As we continuously

give our colleagues multiple training for a correct understanding of the

epidemic situation and implement stringent security checks to form

such an epidemic prevention densely deployed network, our colleagues

are getting more confident to take the test of the bird flu this time.

Before leaving Offshore Flotilla 10  and Coast Patrol Corps 1-0,

this editing team walked to visit several security check posts along the

coast to witness how they perform their duty.  We found our coast

guard colleagues prepared themselves for their maritime or ground

patrol mission very gingerly, and this is our coast guards' sense of mis-

sion and another manifestation of their values.  This anti-"birds" opera

is still playing; standing in the forefront on the stage of preventing epi-

demic diseases, our colleagues realize how important the role they are

playing is, they will continue to do their best until the opera concludes.
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